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In era characterized by change and geostrategic transformations, 

states should realign and adjust their strategic thinking and 

performance. Traditional ways of self –help like building collective 

defense mechanisms or increase military might are not adequate in a 

period of global-wide geostrategic transformations. States should also 

find ways to increase their value within their regional or interregional 

security system by upgrading their strategic footprint and influence. 

Flexibility and establishment of partnerships aiming at mutual benefits  

may be the key of success. Naval cooperation consists the first 

stepping stone upon which strategic objectives could be 

accomplished. 
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India's aspirations in the Western Indian Ocean and the Mediterranean 

Sea 

Alexander Drivas 

(Strategic Analyst (Ph.D. Cand.) 

There is a consensus that the center of power has already been moved to Asia. 

The Western Hemisphere had been the core of power distribution since the 

Renaissance, but the figures prove the decline of the West and the rise of Asia. 

The new allocation of power brought new opportunities and rivalries. Therefore, 

the contemporary distribution of power coincides with the rise of an unstable 

multipolar international system. India is at the center of the so-called ''Rimland'' 

that had been described by Nicholas Spykman. New Delhi's huge coastline is 

lined with the Indian Ocean and the Indian Peninsula connects the Straits of 

Malacca with the Straits of Hormuz and the Aden Gulf. In other words, India is 

at the crossroad of the largest maritime commercial corridor on the planet. Of 

course, geography has not only blessings to offer to India. The geopolitical 

landscape of Asia has imposed restrictions on India. Both, in the eastern and 

northern of its territory, border conflicts with Pakistan and China comprise the 

most severe threat for New Delhi. In search of geostrategic depth, India's 

policymakers are trying to establish their influence in the Western Indian Ocean 

and the Mediterranean Sea. The dominance of the Western Indian Ocean is 

imperative for India. In the Mediterranean Sea, India could play a smoother role, 

but yet important enough.   

The Western Indian Ocean is the most crucial geopolitical field of India's 

interests 

The Indian Ocean was always a geopolitical landscape that was affecting the 

policy of great powers. Being at the center of global maritime trade, the British, 

the Portuguese, and other European powers were struggling. This vast water-

theater includes the Persian Gulf, the Arabian Sea, the western coast of 

Australia, all the eastern coast of Africa (from the Horn of Africa to the 

Mozambique Channel and Madagascar), and, of course, the Indian Peninsula. 

Staring at the map, the Indian Ocean is between the Pacific and Atlantic  
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oceans. In geopolitical terms, this immense area is not homogenous. 

Connecting South Asia with South Africa and the Middle East, the Indian Ocean 

is strategically important for every regional and global power. The population 

that lives in the countries of the subregions of the Indian Ocean reaches the 

remarkable figure of 2.7 billion. 

 

 

India's vital interests are in the Western Indian Ocean for many reasons. 

Foremost, China is the major Asian power that challenges the influence of India 

in Asia. The following map depicts not only the countries that have coastlines 

in the Indian Ocean, but the major field that India should challenge its interests. 

In East Africa, India tried to bring Japan in order to create a commercial zone. 

The project died on arrival, but India is still a power that has strong ties with 

Kenya, Tanzania, Mozambique and Madagascar. Seychelles and Maldives are 

also islands that are of vital importance for the Indian's projection of naval 

power. The major problems are in the Eastern Indian Ocean. The Straits of 

Malacca comprise the chokepoint that China is investing a lot (in financial and 
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geopolitical terms) in order to expand its Maritime Silk Road. In the Arab Sea, 

India also has vital interests to defend. New Delhi's perception about the CPEC 

(China-Pakistan Economic Corridor) is that Beijing and Islamabad are trying to 

make India beset on all sides. The Modi's government has already implemented 

regional initiatives in order to avoid being confined by China and Pakistan. 

Firstly, India needs to secure its access to the Persian Gulf by strengthening 

ties with the UAE because, unfortunately for India, Iran is sanctioned by the 

Western allies of New Delhi. Secondly, India tries to augment its influence on 

Eastern Africa and, at the same time, to counter China's footprint in Africa. The 

other challenge of India in the Western Indian Ocean is Djibouti, where China 

holds a military base. The Horn of Africa is not friendly to India because Yemen 

is ''the little Iran'' and New Delhi won't disturb UAE and Saudi Arabia by 

strengthening ties with Yemen. In Somalia, Turkey has established a military 

base and Ankara is a strategic ally of Pakistan. 

Furthermore, India has to augment its naval power and, in parallel, to implement 

a commercial project to sustain its high development rates. Again, China is the 

elephant in the room regarding India's economic growth and expansion in 

regional level. The Belt and Road Initiative has been rejected by the Indian 

government for security reasons. On the other hand, India is thirsty for 

investments, especially in the infrastructure sector. India's internal commercial 

connectivity is not yet adequate. Except for its commercial ties with African 

countries that are in the Western Indian Ocean, India has to go further, perhaps, 

in the Mediterranean Sea. 

The value of India's interests in the Mediterranean Sea 

As it has already been referred to above, India's vital interests are located in 

the Indian Ocean. The Arabian Sea is one challenge. The second one is 

perhaps more critical. Navigating the Red Sea is not so easy for India because 

Yemen, Djibouti and Somalia are not states that New Delhi could trust. India's 

first commercial plan (designed to serve Indian geostrategic goals) was dead 

on arrival. Modi tried to persuade Japan to create a commercial corridor from 

the Eastern Pacific to the Indian Ocean and f inally, to Africa. The cost-benefit 

analysis was negative for this commercial plan. The Mediterranean Sea started  
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to attract the attention of India's officials after the abortion of Indo-Japanese 

project. 

The so-called India's Arab-Mediterranean Corridor to Europe is the new 

commercial plan of New Delhi. In the previous months, India signed a new 

agreement with the E.U. The Abraham Accords between Israel and UAE 

fortified the feasibility of Modi's plan. 

 

Source: Michael Tanchum, South Asia Scan. 

India could follow a safe passage from Mumbai to Greece by using the land of 

its important allies (UAE, Saudi Arabia, Jordan and Israel). Athens tries to 

counter China's economic influence after Beijing's purchase of Piraeus Port, 

which Chinese officials named as ''The head of the dragon'' when it comes to 

its value for Maritime One Belt-One Road. Greece is also a member of China 

16+1. Greece is also a member of the E.U. and enjoys a significant geographic 

location, especially in terms of being a commercial hub. But it is not only the 

economic sector. Athens has a lot of disputes with Turkey in the Aegean and 

Eastern Mediterranean Sea, and Pakistan is one of the most valid allies of 

Ankara. Pakistani officials bet on Turkey in order to have a presence in the  

Mediterranean Sea. After the AUKUS deal, India won't stay comfortable by 

maintaining to put all the eggs in the basket of QUAD and it started to  
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communicate with France, which is the major Mediterranean power with a huge 

potential to be also the major European power. Athens and Paris signed a huge 

defense agreement and the Mediterranean geopolitical landscape has become 

even more appealing for India. Modi would be very satisfied if Paris supported 

New Delhi in Western Indian Ocean and Africa, where France has significant 

influence. 

Endorsements for an Indian-Greek naval approach 

Theodore K. Bazinis 

(Strategic Analyst)  

 

A set of activities like low level Maritime Security and Naval Diplomacy, could  

lay the base for a Greek Indian naval cooperation and consolidate mutual trust 

and understanding. 

As the name (Naval Diplomacy) clearly implies, these kind of activities are 

referred both on the realms of the Military Instrument of Power (MoIP) and of 

the Diplomacy. Hence, their effects are spreading on both areas. The 

realization of benefits derived from these activities is fully relied on the peculiar 

conditions and dynamics of the geopolitical context. 

As geopolitical factors like necessities, realities, transformations and ambitions 

generate and shape or cancel partnerships and coalitions, a thorough inquiry 

that would bring to the surface these factors that stimulate and acting as 

strategic drivers or push back such a strategic approach. 

 

The recent decisions of US to withdraw from Afghanistan and to establish the 

AUKUS, signaled a strategic turn to the Pacific as well as indicate the strategic 

reorientation of the UK East of Suez. This by any means implies indifference 

for the security and stability of MENA region but now this interest is expressed 

throughout endorsement and abetment of bi-lateral or multilateral security 

networks. The recent agreement between France and Greece was applauded 

by USA. A number of similar agreements, initiatives and partnerships are also 

favored by USA, like: the East Med Gas Forum, tri-lateral security agreements 

and accords between Greece-Egypt-Cyprus, Greece-Israel-Cyprus, as well as 
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military agreements between Greece and Sunni nations like Saudi Arabia and 

UAE. 

Moreover, France a decades India’s strategic partner has enunciated the will 

for active engagement in the area. 

Hence, a Greek Indian cooperation would be endorsed by USA and will attract 

France (security partner of Greece). Moreover, considering Greece as a 

“vertex” of multiple regional security networks could be an ideal focal point for 

India to approach East Mediterranean region. 

 

Another substantial factor derives from Turkey’s regional hegemonic 

aspirations, as reflected by Mavi Vatan concept. Creating an increasing volatile 

environment in East Med. As a result of: unilateral interpretations of the 

UNCLOS inspired by the respective Chinese in the South China Sea, support 

of the Muslim Brotherhood and other Sunni organizations, strategic approach 

with Russia and attempt for strategic involvement in Balkans, Caucuses, Middle 

East and Central Asia. An increased concern for India is also the Turkish-

Pakistani approach (India’s competitor). Pakistan has already gone all the way 

in Mediterranean to conduct naval exercises with Turkey in a show of active 

support.  

Amid this situation Greece welcomes security partnerships that could reinforce 

the current established security networks with Egypt, Israel, Cyprus and 

France. For India an involvement in the growing competition in East Med would 

send a strong message to the Turkish-Pakistani axis. However, according to 

Indian analysts as the Real Admiral Pillai (retd), India should be very skeptical 

with such security arrangements (in Mediterranean) as they are outside “normal 

areas of operations and beyond area of interest.” 

 

China’s strategic expansion through the Maritime OBOR (or String of Pearls) 

spreads from Pacific to Mediterranean, threatening India with strategic 

encirclement. An involvement in the China’s area of interest would consist a 

physical manifestation of India’s rising profile and of her will to contain and 

compete China. One way to accomplish this objective is through activities of 

Naval Diplomacy and low maritime security, which could help India to act as an 

interregional security provider who will not allow China to replicate in West 
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Indian Ocean the playbook used in South China Sea. However, such an 

involvement would surely impose skepticism and hesitation to Greece which is 

a critical Mediterranean stop for China's Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). The 

Chinese state-owned shipping conglomerate COSCO now controls the Greek 

port of Piraeus, one of the largest in the Mediterranean. Greek and Chinese 

business interests have also had signif icant collaborations in the energy and 

telecommunication industries over the past two decades. Greece would hardly 

put in risk all these economic ties. 

A struggling situation is also evolving around the Arabic peninsula. A number 

of threats like Iran’s attack on Israel vessel, Houthi’s asymmetrical activities, 

piracy etc., increase insecurity in the surrounding seas (Strait of Hormuz, Gulf 

of Oman, Gulf of Aden, and Red Sea). As India’s energy security relies on the 

flows from Arabic Gulf and also these seaways provide access to European 

market. It’s India’s extravagant interest to provide maritime security by assuring 

freedom of navigation and open sea lanes. Greece should increase her footprint 

in the area by playing an important role as the link between Arab countries and 

India by coordinating maritime initiatives and establishing an extended 

partnership network. 

Finally, as a member of EU, Greece enjoys a geographical advantage located 

at the Southeastern corner of European area. Hence, Greece could be 

considered as the physical gate for every actor who intends to develop ties 

(strategic, economic) with EU. That last matches with India’s necessity (as an 

emergent global power) to grow its interaction with EU in economic and security 

domain by increasing the share of its products in European markets and by 

contributing in maritime security in the seas that connect her with Europe. Using 

those facts as a stepping stone should stimulate Greece to realize and assume 

an active role in the region by exerting influence to support India within EU and 

by leading the efforts of ensuring good governance at the European 

neighboring seas. Such an involvement would upgrade the geopolitical 

significance of Greece. 

 

 

 

 

https://globalvoices.org/special/belt-and-road-observatory/
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The trade balance between the European Union (EU) and India: 

Prospects and challenges 

Konstantinos Karanikolos 

(Strategic Analyst)  

 

The impact of COVID-19 

According to Eurostat, the COVID-19 crisis caused both exports and imports 

between the EU and India to fall in 2020. Exports reached a minimum of EUR 

1.3 billion in April 2020 although by December 2020 they had recovered to EUR 

3.1 billion. Imports reached a minimum of EUR 1.5 billion in May 2020 and by 

December 2020 they had recovered to EUR 3.0 billion[1] Ref. 

Trade balance between 2010 and 2020 

 

Both exports to and imports from India increased significantly between 2010 

and 2020 (Figure 1).  

 

 

Figure 1 

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php?title=India-EU_%E2%80%93_international_trade_in_goods_statistics&oldid=521023&fbclid=IwAR2vAyBm2Q4Q_9Pfe2qox0o4d3qQAi-cBLvx0p6RlLA16fcrRpD4qDWmfNM#EU-India_trade_by_type_of_goods
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Thus, in 2020, India was the eleventh largest partner for EU exports of goods 

(1.7 %) and also the eleventh largest partner for EU imports of goods (1.9 %). 

Νevertheless, still quite low compared to the four largest export partners of the 

EU. These were the United States (18.3 %), the United Kingdom (14.4 %), 

China (10.5 %) and Switzerland (7.4 %). Respectively, the four largest import 

partners of the EU were China (22.4 %), the United States (11.8 %), the United 

Kingdom (9.8 %) and Switzerland (6.3 %). [2] Ref (Figure 2) It is noted that 

despite the upward trend in trade between the EU and India, it is far from 

reaching its main competitor, China.

 

Figure 2 

 

In 2020, EU exports of manufactured goods (86 %) had a higher share than 

primary goods (7 %). The most exported manufactured goods were machinery 

& vehicles (42 %), followed by other manufactured products (26 %) and 

chemicals (18 %). In 2020, EU imports of manufactured goods (86 %) also had 

a higher share than primary goods (13 %). The most imported manufactured 

goods were other manufactured products (44 %), followed by chemicals (24 %) 

and machinery & vehicles (19 %).[3] Ref (Figure 3) These data are of great 

importance when compared to the following distribution of trade with the 

individual countries of the European Union. 

 

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php?title=India-EU_%E2%80%93_international_trade_in_goods_statistics&oldid=521023&fbclid=IwAR2vAyBm2Q4Q_9Pfe2qox0o4d3qQAi-cBLvx0p6RlLA16fcrRpD4qDWmfNM#EU-India_trade_by_type_of_goods
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php?title=India-EU_%E2%80%93_international_trade_in_goods_statistics&oldid=521023&fbclid=IwAR2vAyBm2Q4Q_9Pfe2qox0o4d3qQAi-cBLvx0p6RlLA16fcrRpD4qDWmfNM#EU-India_trade_by_type_of_goods
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Figure 3 

Trade with India by Member State. The case of Greece 

The three largest importers from India in the EU were Germany (EUR 7 013 

million), Italy (EUR 4 236 million) and the Netherlands (EUR 3 923 million). 

Malta (8.9 %) had the highest share for India in its extra-EU imports. While, the 

three largest exporters to India in the EU were Germany (EUR 10 665 million), 

France (EUR 5 693 million) and Belgium (EUR 4 459 million). Belgium (3.4 %) 

had the highest share for India in its extra-EU exports [4] Ref (Figure 4&5). 

 

 

Figure 4 

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php?title=India-EU_%E2%80%93_international_trade_in_goods_statistics&oldid=521023&fbclid=IwAR2vAyBm2Q4Q_9Pfe2qox0o4d3qQAi-cBLvx0p6RlLA16fcrRpD4qDWmfNM#EU-India_trade_by_type_of_goods
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Figure 5 

The self-evident conclusion is that among EU Member States, Germany was 

both the largest importer of goods from and the largest exporter of goods to 

India. Furthermore, Germany had the largest surplus (EUR 3 652 million) 

among the ten Member States that had a trade surplus with India (Figure 6). 

Germany is heavily dependent on the global supply chain and production chain.  

 

Figure 6 
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Regarding the position held by Greece among the Member States, according 

to Eurostat, it was the 15th largest importer of goods from and the 20th largest 

exporter of goods to India (Figure 4&5), with the 6th largest deficit among 17 

Member States (Figure 6) that had a trade deficit with India[5] Ref. According 

to Greek experts India-Greece relations remain weak. Especially in the financial 

sector. Indo-Greek trade is limited and investments of Greek companies in India 

and Indian companies in Greece are minimal. However, in recent years there 

has been mobility in Greek-Indian relations and many experts agree that there 

are significant and untapped opportunities [6] Ref. 

 

Prospects and challenges 

According to Indian researchers and experts, India is facing uncertainty with 

China and is also facing uncertainty, in case of trade policy, with the US. Due 

to these uncertainties, India and Indian businesses have turned around to find 

that there is another large market of 450-million people (European Union) even 

after Brexit — larger than the US market. 

EU is a single market and the governments there are not intending or 

signaling to close up. Thus, there is a sudden influx of Indian businesses that 

are looking at Europe as a market, while Europeans recognize that there are 

mutual benefits from both sides in terms of economic and political partnerships. 

The volume of cargo sailing through the Suez Canal has surged in recent 

years, with more than a billion tones navigating through it in 2019. That year, 

17% of the major commodities that sailed southbound on the canal were 

headed to Indian ports, while 12% of products that sailed northbound originated 

from India [7] Ref. 

Trade conflict, climate change, future technology, new energy, digitization, 

volatility risks are challenges that India is facing today, even before COVID-19 

pandemic struck [8] Ref. 

Although the volume of trade between the EU and India is increasing, its 

position is still low. There are important EU countries, most notably Germany, 

that pursue their own trade policy by improving their trade balance with India, 

but in the case of Greece, its trade with India remains low. To conclude, there 

is huge scope for increasing trade volume between India and the EU, as well 

as between India and Greece. 

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php?title=India-EU_%E2%80%93_international_trade_in_goods_statistics&oldid=521023&fbclid=IwAR2vAyBm2Q4Q_9Pfe2qox0o4d3qQAi-cBLvx0p6RlLA16fcrRpD4qDWmfNM#EU-India_trade_by_type_of_goods
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vbpuxOW0KpI
https://www.thehindu.com/data/17-pc-of-cargo-that-sailed-southbound-on-the-suez-canal-in-2019-went-to-indian-ports/article34214528.ece
https://www.freepressjournal.in/business/financing-india-german-companies-continue-to-invest-in-india-despite-slowdown
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Greek and Indian naval involvement  

in the East Med and West Indian Ocean 

 

Theodore K. Bazinis 

(Strategic Analyst)  

 

Greece as member of NATO and EU has participated and still contributes in a 

number of operations that can be listed as following:  

• Counter-piracy operations in the Horn of Africa as part of EUNAVFOR 

ATALANTA and NATO OCEAN SHIELD. 

• Second Iraqi war ENDURING FREEDOM. 

• Maritime Security operations in Mediterranean: Sea Guardian (NATO), 

Active Endeavour (NATO), IRINI (EU), Standing Naval Maritime Group 

2 (NATO) and UNIFIL (UN) 

 

Beyond participating in NATO or EU operations and exercises, Greece has 

growing exponentially strategic ties -in the maritime domain- with a number of 

countries of the region like: France, Italy, Egypt, Cyprus, Israel, Jordan, UAE 

through collaboration and accords in the maritime domain. These naval 

activities are conducted under a number of discrete frameworks that can be 

outlined as following: 

 

• Trilateral partnership of Greece-Israel-Cyprus which is manifested by the 

annual exercise named ‘’Noble Dina” in which France is also 

participating. 

• Trilateral partnership and agreements between Greece-Egypt-Cyprus 

under which a number of exercises are taking place every year like 

“Medousa”. 

• The recent defense agreement for mutual support among France and 

Greece due to which the first is expected to increase her involvement in 

East Med and the latter to procure from France a number of frigates and 

corvettes. 
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• Bilateral cooperation with countries like UAE, Saudi Arabia, Jordan. 

Common ground about the regional security issues and shared perspectives 

about the interpretation of International Law, generate and invigorate these 

activities. Moreover, common expectations for a geostrategic end state and 

ambitions for economic development are reflected through a number of 

initiatives like the East Med pipeline, Africa-Europe interconnection and East 

Med Gas Forum. Collaborations also depict the willingness of all involving 

parties that the international law (UNCLOS) should be the mechanism for the 

arrangement of all the disputes in the maritime domain. 

Considering this multi-dimensional involvement, in conjunction with her naval 

capabilities, Greece can be qualified as a reliable maritime partner that can 

provide expertise in maritime security issues by joining forces with different 

partners and allies. 

 

Indian Geopolitical development in the Indo-Pacific Region  

India’s naval footprint in the region is rather poor as a matter of the growing 

competition among India and China in the Indo-Pacific region which for India 

constitutes a geostrategic focal area. However, India holds a long standing 

strategic partnership with Israel. Specifically, in the maritime area this 

partnership realizes under a number of agreements for naval procurements 

(India as a buyer) as well as exchange of technology among the two countries.  

India has also conducted anti-piracy operations in the Gulf of Aden. Last 

summer has made the way to the Mediterranean where a number of naval 

exercises executed with France, Greece and Egypt. The objectives of this 

exercises touched low level military areas, mainly focused on law enforcement 

and interoperability. 
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Prospects of Greece-India maritime cooperation in Eastern 

Mediterranean 

 

Periklis Stampoulis 

(Strategic Analyst)  

 

India, as its External Affairs Minister mentioned, aspires to expand its economy 

and focus to a digitalized-knowledge driven version of it, along with exporting 

other commodities1. One of the country’s main objectives is to gain a fair share 

for its products in the European markets.  

Given that the “Arab-Mediterranean Corridor” project is already at a starting 

point, India’s maritime connection with Greece through the Horn of Africa and 

Red Sea, comes as an optimal choice. 

Especially for the Eastern Mediterranean region, the one end of “Greek -Indian 

maritime connection”, there are several maritime security issues that could 

provide a great opportunity for cooperation. 

First of all, in the field of inter-state conflict, Turkey holds a hostile posture 

against Greece (as can be seen during the last years) and is an ally with 

Pakistan which is India’s competitor.  

That has direct implications in other aspects of maritime security such as 

maritime sovereignty areas (e.g., EEZ, territorial waters, etc.), energy security 

(threat to the East-Med project) and illegal migration with its implications 

(human trafficking, drug trade, etc.). 

Evidently, the two countries have strong interest to a favorable order of things 

where Turkey is effectively contained, Greece can serve as India’s gateway to 

Europe and every maritime security issue is addressed. 

The two main pillars of maritime security for both countries are Greek and 

Indian Navies. Their cooperation in the Eastern Mediterranean could be another 

step to Turkey’s containment and the establishment of a favorable order of 

 
1 Ministry of External Affairs, India, 2019, EAM on India's interests in the Mediterranean and 

the Gulf at Mediterranean Dialogue 2019, [video online], available at 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oERsAcUjgpo&list=FLS4xKWyJ-Dc9fK-

8lQWOzcw&index=3, [accessed 20 September 2021] 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oERsAcUjgpo&list=FLS4xKWyJ-Dc9fK-8lQWOzcw&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oERsAcUjgpo&list=FLS4xKWyJ-Dc9fK-8lQWOzcw&index=3
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things: India’s unimpeded maritime connection with Greece and from there to 

the rest of Europe.  

Furthermore, beginning from the two nations’ historic ties since Alexander the 

Great, a strong and deep cooperation between the two Navies can be built-up. 

To that end, Greek (HN) and Indian (IN) Navies must deepen their cooperation. 

The first step has already been taken with Passing Exercise (PASSEX) 

between a Greek and an Indian frigate in July 20212.  

What can be done is a bottom-up approach. From technical level and low-level 

Naval Diplomacy to joint ventures and Indian’s contribution to the region’s 

maritime security architecture. 

Let’s see this approach more thoroughly. First of all, a common ground can be 

the two countries’ mutual appreciation in terms of history and civilization. That 

leads the two Navies in developing feelings of trust, reliability and reciprocity 

between them. 

The next step could be developing a common perception and maritime 

awareness regarding the Eastern Mediterranean region. That could be 

achieved with frequent PASSEXes between the two Navies’ units with basic 

level drills such as Search and Rescue (SAR) procedures, formation drills, 

communication drills, etc. After that, common tactical and safety procedures 

between Greek (HN) and Indian (IN) units could be established and an invitation 

for Indian navy units’ participation to Greek national exercises. 

Moreover, Indian navy units could participate in trilateral schemes’ exercises 

such as ‘MEDUSA’ (with Egypt and Cyprus), ‘NOBLE DINA’ (with Israel and 

Cyprus), etc. Another action is for Indian navy units to participate (at Greece’s 

proposition) as augmentees in existing Maritime Security Operations (MSOs) 

such as EU’s operation ‘IRINI’ and NATO’s operation ‘Sea Guardian’. At this 

point, a code of act regarding response in maritime threats and security issues 

could be established between the two Navies. 

India has publicly expressed its will to send a carrier battle group to the 

Mediterranean. That act of high-level naval diplomacy could be another great 

 
2 ANI News, ‘INS Tabar undertakes drills with Greek Navy ship in Mediterranean Sea’, 

01/07/21, [online], available in https://www.aninews.in/news/world/others/ins-tabar-

undertakes-drills-with-greek-navy-ship-in-mediterranean-sea20210701230423/, access 

28/09/21 

https://www.aninews.in/news/world/others/ins-tabar-undertakes-drills-with-greek-navy-ship-in-mediterranean-sea20210701230423/
https://www.aninews.in/news/world/others/ins-tabar-undertakes-drills-with-greek-navy-ship-in-mediterranean-sea20210701230423/
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opportunity for bilateral cooperation with Greek navy (HN). That could be 

arranged accordingly in order for Greek navy (HN) units to escort the Indian’s 

carrier battle group through the Mediterranean participating in exercises and 

conducting MSOs. That would communicate a strong STRATCOM message to 

any adversary… 

Apart from fleet activities, the two Navies could cooperate in other fields such 

as military technology and know-how sharing regarding matters of maritime 

security such as maritime surveillance, commercial-off-the-shelf products (e.g., 

applications or hardware), etc. Another beneficial action would be selling 

BrahMos missile to Greece in order to upgrade its area-denial capabilities. 

Another field of Greek and Indian naval (HN-IN) cooperation would be 

exchange programs of naval cadets or officers attending each state’s Naval 

War College. 

Moreover, Indian navy personnel could be trained in anti-terrorism and 

anti-piracy operations in NATO Maritime Interdiction Operations 

(NMIOTC) in Crete Island, Greece. That could lead to a capability build-up for 

addressing piracy issues in Eastern Indian Ocean (Andaman-Nicobar and 

Malacca Strait areas). For example, Indian navy personnel could be effectively 

trained in VBSS (Visit Board Search Seize) procedures. 

India has also a substantial space program. That could be another opportunity 

for cooperation with Indian space platforms carrying Greek military satellites or 

existing Indian satellites contributing in Aegean and Eastern Mediterranean 

monitoring in terms of surveillance and communications relay. 

Judging from the above mentioned, a Greek- Indian naval cooperation in the 

Eastern Mediterranean would be extremely beneficial. 

 

The prospects of a future collaboration between Greece and India 

 in Horn of Africa (HOA) 

 

Konstantinos Karanikolos 

(Strategic Analyst)  

 

The involvement of Turkey and China in the region, is the source for concerns 

of the states of the region like the Arab countries that are rivals of Turkey and  
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Qatar, (Egypt, Saudi Arabia, the UAE and Bahrain). In addition, global powers 

with interests in the region such as France[4] Ref) and India and of course the 

US3, are worried about China's growing presence and movements in the region, 

as it is crucial location for China’s Belt and Road Initiative[5] Ref). Furthermore, 

India has seen Turkey as an adversary in recent years.  

 

Therefore as Greece and India have common rivals and common or 

complementary interests in the region, and so this makes possible or imperative 

to deep even more their relations and think of a future collaboration in the 

region. Greece could take advantage of the fact that it maintains excellent 

relations with all international actors in the Greece-India naval-military 

cooperation could form the baseline for an extended regional maritime 

cooperation. Important pillars in this direction would be the restoration of the 

Greek naval presence in the region via the redeployment of Greek Surface 

Combat Vessels4, naval cooperation through joint naval drills or joint naval 

operations similar to EU NAVFOR Operation ATALANTA or the international 

military maritime presence that is deployed in the area, comprising the 

Combined Maritime Forces (CMF) (also committed to counter-piracy). This 

cooperation could be even more possible with the acquisition of the new French 

frigates after the signing of the recent Greek-French defense agreement. In 

addition, Greece could lead the effort of creating a new Command, Control, 

Communication, Computer, and Intelligence System (C4i) Centre in the 

region similar (but upgraded and improved) to the one operating in the Gulf of 

 
3 Other major global players with involvement in the region such as Great Britain, Germany, 
Japan and South Korea, are not mentioned as this article focuses on the relations of Greece 
and India with specific actors in the region. 
4 Greece had contributed to EU NAVFOR Operation ATALANTA, with Navy vessels (surface 
combat vessels and auxiliary ships, including embarked helicopters) until recent years. its core 
mission to protect vessels of the World Food Programme (WFP) and other vulnerable shipping 
and deter, prevent and repress piracy and armed robbery at sea. As a secondary task, 
Operation ATALANTA monitors fishing activities off the coast of Somalia and contributes to the 
monitoring of weapons and drug trafficking, illicit charcoal trade and illegal, unreported and 
unregulated fishing. Taking into account the transnational character of maritime crimes, the 
Council of the European Union decided that ATALANTA shall contribute to the enforcement of 
the weapons embargo on Somalia in accordance with UNSCR 2182 (2014) and counter the 
traf f icking of narcotic drugs off the coast of Somalia. For its mission, mandate and details see 
https://eunavfor.eu/mission/   

https://www.usip.org/publications/2021/08/china-poses-challenges-europe-makes-its-presence-known-indo-pacific
https://jinsa.org/the-case-for-a-strategic-pivot-to-greece-and-cyprus/?fbclid=IwAR3CkjDM9BllHEUKfYH2oyaAc0FxEvIcoiCM6uzrlcYfYkoIIIEOaBlIAYs
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Guinea [Ref] (Nigerian Maritime Administration and Safety Agency (NIMASA)5) 

or The Maritime Security Centre – Horn of Africa (MSCHOA) [Ref]. This center 

could operate either on a base already held by common allies in the region 

(Figure 3) or on a new base in a country of common acceptance, with significant 

staff participation from both Greece and India. Cooperation may initially focus 

on the fight against piracy, crime, terrorism and then extend to operations 

similar to the so called FONOPs (Freedom of Navigation Operations at Sea) of 

the USA [Ref]. Countries like Oman, Saoudi Arabia, UAE, Bahrain, Egypt, and 

France that share common interests and concern could actively engaged in the 

above activities. 

 

 

Figure 3 – Source: https://www.sipri.org/news/2019/sipri-launches-reports-new-external-

security-politics-horn-africa 

 

Concluding Remarks 

India has some strategic imperatives which have been mentioned above. The 

biggest democracy of the world has a huge potential not only in economic terms 

(India is the fastest growing economy of the world) but also in terms of soft 

power. Geostrategic autonomy comprises a significant principal for New Delhi's 

foreign policy. The path that India followed during the Cold War affected its 

 
5 Located at the NIMASA-owned Nigerian Maritime Resource Development Centre (NMRDC), 
Kirikiri, in Lagos, for necessary actions under the Suppression of Piracy and other Maritime 
Offences (SPOMO) Act. 

https://thenationonlineng.net/nimasa-navy-tackling-insecurity-says-jamoh-2/
https://eunavfor.eu/mschoa/
https://www.state.gov/freedom-of-navigation-report-annual-release/
https://www.sipri.org/news/2019/sipri-launches-reports-new-external-security-politics-horn-africa
https://www.sipri.org/news/2019/sipri-launches-reports-new-external-security-politics-horn-africa
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contemporary behavior. On the other hand, New Delhi asserts with accuracy 

that it could not stand neutral and alone in a hybrid type of international system 

(Huntington named it as uni-multipolar system). China is the biggest competitor 

of India in the Indo-Pacific and New Delhi is obliged to strengthen its ties with 

the USA and other regional powers. In searching for western geostrategic 

depth, India will intensively continue to augment its footprint in Eastern Africa 

and Mediterranean and it targets to avoid being encircled by China and 

Pakistan. New Delhi's entry in the Mediterranean Sea seems to be a necessity 

for India's officials because it comprises the doorstep of the E.U. To reach the 

E.U market, India has to keep close ties with the UAE, Saudi Arabia, Jordan, 

Israel and Greece. The present and future global role of India is passing 

through the Western Indian Ocean, Africa and, partly, from the 

Mediterranean Sea. 

 

 

 




